
Hire of Hall Rooms Rate
Burray Hall - 1 hr session(s) £12.00 Full Access (Main Hall + Meeting Room + Use of Kitchen)
Burray Hall - 4 hr session £40.00 Full Access (Main Hall + Meeting Room + Use of Kitchen)
Burray Hall - day rate £80.00 Full Access between 8:00am and 6:00pm
Burray Hall - pm rate £90.00 Full Access between midday and 10:00pm
Main Hall - 1 hr session(s) £10.00 Main Hall ONLY
Main Hall - 4 hr session £35.00 Main Hall ONLY
Meeting Room - 1 hr session(s) £10.00 Meeting Room ONLY
Meeting Room - 4 hr session £30.00 Meeting Room ONLY
Day Hire for Concerts, Weddings, etc £150.00 Full access 6:00am to midnight with options to set up the previous evening when available
Use of Kitchen - session £10.00

Hire of Equipment Rate
Projector and Screen - session £30.00
Sound Equipment - session £30.00
Lighting Rig - session £30.00
Lighting and Speakers £30.00
Haze Machine - session £5.00
Table Tennis Table(s) - each £5.00

Tables and Chairs
We have 12 long tables, 8 smaller tables and 100 chairs available for use at the hall premises

Option 1 - Hirer to action No Charge Hirer(s) will set up as required, then store away afterwards
Option 2 - Per Table and/or Chair £2.00 BCA will set up as requested and store away afterwards

External Hire
Tables £3.00 per table per day
Chairs £1.00 per chair per day

Stage Removal
The stage is normally left in place at all times. However, it can be removed for more floor space if needed

Option 1 - Hirer activity £30.00 Hirer(s) to dismantle, then re-assemble the stage under BCA supervision
Option 2 - BCA to remove £90.00 BCA will arrange to dismantle, then re-assemble the stage afterwards

BCA Registered Hall User Groups £3.00 per person per session - recommended rate

Electric Heating in the Hall

All kitchen users shall be required  to  agree to specific stipulations relating to hygiene and safety - full details available from BCA Committee

The User Group rate was originally introduced to ensure smaller number groups of local residents were not penalised by having to pay the full 'per 
hour' rates for using the hall. The recommended User Group rate assumes the hall is used for up to 2 consecutive hours for any one User Group 
session. This rate is for guidance only, so any individual User Group member who lives in the local community area may pay whatever they think 
this particular use of their hall is worth to them. Under no circumstance should any such payment cause any individual undue financial hardship.
Registered Hall User Groups MUST be formally represented on the Burray Community Association Committee.

Heating for the Hall is provided via a wind turbine sited at the nearby football field. The wind turbine supplies enough electricity to charge up large 
storage heaters in the Main Hall and Meeting Room areas. When fully charged, these heaters will  provide sufficient heat to keep the rooms 
comfortably warm for up to three hours continuously. Assuming the wind turbine continues to generate when the hall is not being used, these 
heaters will re-charge again and be available for the next session. If for any reason the storage heaters discharge prematurely, there are other 
electric wall heaters permanently installed in both main areas and available to use as an alternative source of space heating. Electricity for the 
wall heaters is supplied by our electricity providers and provided to users by feeding £1 coins into a meter in the electricity cupboard. As a very 
rough guide, a £1 coin will give around 30 minutes additional wall heater time.


